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The application of animal signaling theory
to human phenomena: some thoughts and
clari®cations
Abstract. Animal signaling theory has recently become popular among
anthropologists as a way to study human communication. One aspect of animal
signaling theory, often known as costly signaling or handicap theory, has been used
particularly often. This article makes four points regarding these developments:
(1) signaling theory is broader than existing studies may make it seem; (2) costly
signaling theory has roots in the social as well as the biological sciences; (3) not all
honest signals are costly and not all costs borne by signalers serve to ensure honesty;
and (4) hard-to-fake signals are favored when the interests of broad categories of
signalers and receivers con¯ict but the interests of individual signalers and receivers
converge.
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ReÂsumeÂ. La theÂorie des systeÁmes de signaux chez l'animal est reÂcemment devenue
populaire parmi les anthropologues en tant qu'outil d'eÂtude de la communication
humaine. L'un des aspects de cette theÂorie, souvent connu sous le nom de theÂorie des
systeÁmes de signaux couÃteux, a ÂeteÂ le plus souvent utiliseÂ. Cet article tente de faire
quatre points sur la question: (1) la theÂorie des systeÁmes de signaux chez l'animal est
plus large que les eÂtudes actuelles peuvent le laisser croire; (2) la theÂorie des systeÁmes
de signaux couÃteux prend ses racines dans les sciences sociales et les sciences biologiques;
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(3) tous les signaux honneÃtes ne sont pas neÂcessairement couÃteux pour l'eÂmetteur et tous
les couÃts supporteÂs par l'eÂmetteur n'ont pas neÂcessairement un but honneÃte; (4) les
signaux dif®ciles aÁ feindre sont favoriseÂs dans le cas ouÁ les inteÂreÃts de larges cateÂgories
d'eÂmetteurs et de reÂcepteurs sont con¯ictuels mais ouÁ les inteÂreÃts des eÂmetteurs et des
reÂcepteurs individuels convergent.
Mots-cleÂs. Psychologie du reÂcepteur ± Signaux ± Signaux couÃteux ± Signaux dif®ciles aÁ
feindre ± Signaux honneÃtes ± TheÂorie des systeÁmes de signaux ± TheÂorie des systeÁmes de
signaux couÃteux

Introduction
For nearly two decades, anthropologists have been pointing out the
potential for animal signaling theory to form the basis of a rigorous,
systematic, and scienti®c approach to human signals (e.g. Cronk,
1991a, 1991b, 1993a, 1993b, 1994a, 1994b, 1995a, 1995b, 1996,
1999, 2001, 2003, in press; Harpending et al., 1987; Kaplan, 1987).
That potential is now being realized thanks to several recent ®eldwork-based studies of human signaling systems (e.g. Bliege Bird et
al., 2001; Boone, 1998; Gurven et al., 2000; Hagen and Bryant,
2003; Hawkes and Bliege, Bird 2002; Irons, 2001; Smith and
Bliege Bird, 2000; Smith et al., 2003; Sosis, 2000, 2003; Sosis and
Alcorta, 2003; Sosis and Bressler, 2003; Sosis and Ruf¯e, 2003;
Strassmann, 1996; see Bliege Bird and Smith, 2005 for a recent
review). However, as leading signaling theorists themselves have
pointed out (e.g. Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003), terminological
and theoretical confusion has slowed the development and use of
animal signaling theory. The purpose of this article is to clarify a
few key issues in this rapidly developing ®eld, with particular
emphasis on the application of animal signaling theory to human
phenomena. It makes four main points, moving from the general
to the speci®c:
(1) Signaling theory is broader than existing studies may make it
seem;
(2) Costly signaling theory has roots in the social as well as the
biological sciences;
(3) Not all honest signals are costly and not all costs borne by
signalers serve to ensure honesty;
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(4) Hard-to-fake signals are favored when the interests of broad
categories of signalers and receivers con¯ict but the interests of
individual signalers and receivers converge.
The breadth and variety of signaling theory
Anyone examining recent reviews of the anthropological study of
human signaling systems (e.g. Alvard, 2003; Bliege Bird and
Smith, 2005; Sosis and Alcorta, 2003) could be forgiven for thinking
that animal signaling theory consists mostly or entirely of costly signaling theory, mostly as developed by Amotz Zahavi (1975; see also
Zahavi and Zahavi, 1997). Indeed, most of this article itself deals
with costly signaling theory in one way or another.
Costly signaling theory's dominance arises from its undeniable
usefulness and power in explaining many human and nonhuman
signals. However, it is worth taking a moment to acknowledge
that animal signaling theory offers insights independent of costly
signaling theory and that signals among both humans and nonhumans are often either not very costly at all or not costly for the
reasons given by costly signaling theory. The reasons why natural
selection might favor costly signals and the relationship between
costliness and honesty will be discussed below. Here my focus is
on the narrow point that signaling theory offers insights not related
to costly signaling theory.
One area in which costly signaling theory has proven particularly
valuable recently is the study of religious behavior (e.g. Irons, 2001;
Sosis and Alcorta, 2003). Following Irons' Durkheimian suggestion
that religious rituals might serve as hard-to-fake signs of commitment and thus enhance the success of some groups over others,
Sosis and his colleagues have shown that religious communes tend
to survive longer than secular communes (Sosis, 2003) and that a
higher number of costly rituals and taboos imposed on members is
associated with greater longevity of religious but not secular communes (Sosis and Bressler, 2003). Building on these ®ndings, Sosis
and Ruf¯e (2003) recently used an experimental game to compare
the cooperation in religious and secular kibbutzim in Israel, ®nding
that men in the religious kibbutzim tended to behave more cooperatively than men in the secular ones.
Such important ®ndings are in no way diminished by the observation that much of the religious and moralistic signaling that goes on
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in human societies does not ®t the predictions of costly signaling
theory. Rather, it consists of exhortations to behave or to refrain
from behaving in particular ways. Such exhortations typically
occur where there is at least the potential for a con¯ict of interests
between signalers and receivers. The commonplace use of religious
rhetoric by social, political, and economic elites to justify and thus
perpetuate the status quo is a case in point (Cronk, 1994a, 1994b),
but con¯icts of interests that lead to such exhortations can also
exist in relatively egalitarian societies. Common examples include
public denunciations of adultery, particularly if committed by
women, and admonitions to younger people to obey their elders.
Such statements are important parts of human social life, but they
are not necessarily costly, and even when they are costly they are
not necessarily ``honest'' in terms of providing accurate information
about the signaler. The costliness that such signals do have may be
better explained by Krebs and Dawkins' proposal (1984; see also
Dawkins, 1982; Dawkins and Krebs, 1978) that conspicuous signals
may help signalers to overcome receivers' resistance to being
manipulated in ways that are in the interests of the signaler but
not necessarily of the receiver.
Obviously, we should expect receivers to evolve or learn to
resist being manipulated in ways that are detrimental to their own
interests. But for a variety of reasons there may still be a large
opening for manipulative signals, particularly among humans. For
example, human receivers may often lack suf®cient information to
accurately evaluate the truthfulness of a signal. Religious admonitions to behave in particular ways in order to avoid an unpleasant
afterlife are a dramatic case in point. As Pascal pointed out,
although one might ®nd it hard to believe in supernatural beings
and an afterlife, the possible cost of not believing in such things
may seem so great that most receivers will choose to believe (or
behave as if they believe, which to the signaler may be good
enough). Similarly, the possible cost to a would-be rebel of assessing
the truthfulness of a declaration by a political elite that certain types
of behavior will be met by certain punishment in this life may be too
great for it to be worth the risk. The ability of humans to use their
signals to make claims that are dif®cult, risky, or even impossible
to evaluate may help explain why animal signals are often so
honest (Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003) while human signaling
systems seem, to many observers, to be arenas for a great deal of
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deception and exaggeration (e.g. Alexander, 1987; Harpending et
al., 1987).
Another aspect of animal signaling theory that has been underused by those studying humans is the importance of receiver psychology to signal design. Guilford and Stamp Dawkins (1991)
argued that what receivers ®nd easy to detect, discriminate, and
remember constitute major forces in the evolution of signals.
Noting that male birds frequently sing from high perches and that
male frogs croak in frequencies suited to the ears of female frogs,
they suggested that warning displays, such as the coloration of
bees and wasps, might be designed not just to be conspicuous but
also to be more easily remembered. Rowe (1999) expanded this
idea to include multicomponent signals, noting that signalers can
increase the chance that a message is received by sending it in
more than one way.
The idea that signals are designed, whether by the signalers themselves or by evolutionary processes, in order to take advantage of
receiver psychology is something that researchers in the human
sciences have long understood. For example, mothers around the
world speak to their babies in a special singsong, high-pitched
fashion that researchers have labeled ``motherese'' (Fernald, 1992).
Motherese differs from normal speech not only in terms of rhythm
and intonation but also in that sentence structure is simpli®ed and
a lot of repetition is used. Interestingly, the babies themselves
seem to prefer motherese to normal speech, paying more attention
to people who speak in motherese than to those who speak as they
would to adults.
Toy manufacturers are also keenly aware of the importance of
appealing to the psychology of potential customers. This was
nicely demonstrated by Hinde and Barden's (1985) documentation
of how teddy bears have evolved since they ®rst became popular
due to an association with Teddy Roosevelt. Teddy bears started
out with prominent snouts, looking something like actual bears.
Over the years, however, they shifted to a more baby-like appearance, with a reduced snout and a rounder face. Because the toy
bears were being designed by their manufacturers to appeal to
buyers, mainly adults, this evolution appears to re¯ect a process of
signal evolution strongly in¯uenced by a receiver psychology that
includes a preference for babyish over more mature-looking faces.
Perhaps that aspect of receiver psychology is particularly prone to
activation when the receiver is shopping for a gift to give a child.
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Whether by deliberate design, a process of cultural evolution,
or some combination of the two, religious ideas may tend to have
certain characteristics because they ®t better with aspects of human
psychology. Boyer (1999) has argued that concepts that are minimally counterintuitive are easier for people to remember and more
likely to be transmitted to others than concepts that are not counterintuitive or so counterintuitive as to seem bizarre. Thus, men who
can walk on water, women who can give birth without ever having
had sexual intercourse, and lamps that burn for much longer than
they normally do with a given amount of fuel all violate our intuition
about the categories to which they belong, but they are not so
bizarre as to violate our intuition about things in general. This
quality of many religious beliefs may also allow us to link Boyer's
insights to the costly signaling approach to religion. Minimally
counterintuitive religious beliefs often make complete sense to
those who believe them while appearing to be complete nonsense
to those who do not. Believers' willingness to suspend reason and
to embrace beliefs that appear ridiculous to nonbelievers is itself a
hard-to-fake sign of commitment to the religion and a de®ning
feature of the boundary dividing believers from nonbelievers.
Religious rituals are also clearly shaped by human psychology,
being well designed for ``eliciting arousal, directing attention, enhancing memory, and improving associations'' (Sosis and Alcorta, 2003:
265).
When I was shopping for a car recently, a salesman said that he
hoped to keep me and my wife ``in the Mazda family''. Given that
humans evolved in societies structured around kin relationships,
it is reasonable to predict that we may be susceptible to such
kinship-based rhetoric even when no real kin ties exist and that signalers, including not only salesmen but also politicians, will be aware
of this susceptibility. Salmon (1998) assessed the persuasive power of
three different versions of a single political speech, which differed
only in terms of the rhetoric used. One used kin terms such as
``brothers and sisters'', one used the term ``friends'', and one used
``fellow citizens''. The version using kin terminologies proved to
be more persuasive than either of the other two. Of course, not all
kinship-based rhetoric is persuasive to all receivers: my wife and I
bought a Honda.
Signaling theory's breadth has implications for the way that
evolutionary anthropologists choose how to use it. Thus far, most
published studies that use animal signaling theory to shed light on
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human signals begin with the observation that a particular behavior
(e.g. public generosity, certain kinds of hunting and ®shing, and
certain religious practices) are remarkably costly for those who
choose to engage in them. Costly signaling theory is then offered
as a possible explanation of the behavior and tested against other
possible explanations. This is simply the scienti®c method, and as
such it is unassailable. However, the selection of phenomena for
study based on their apparent costliness is vulnerable to the criticism
that it stacks the deck in favor of costly signaling theory.
This criticism can be avoided by ®rst identifying a type of signal or
signals without regard to its apparent costliness and then exploring a
variety of explanations, including but not limited to costly signaling
theory, for its design features. An example of this approach is a
study of cosmetics currently being conducted by some colleagues
and me in evolutionary psychology (Cronk et al., 2003; Milroy et
al., 2002; Wigington et al., 2004). We chose to study cosmetics not
because of their costs but because of their ubiquity, their importance
in the social lives of people in many contemporary societies, and
their relevance to the study of facial attractiveness. While it is
possible for women to spend a great deal of time and money on
cosmetics, such costs are not related to their underlying qualities
in the way predicted by costly signaling theory. Some of our preliminary ®ndings are that while a minority of women deliberately
use cosmetics to appear healthier and more attractive, most women
neither seek nor achieve deceptive effects using cosmetics. We
hypothesize that most women use cosmetics not to deceive but
rather to make their faces more noticeable and memorable. Thus,
most women's use of cosmetics may be similar to advertising campaigns that convey little information about a product but make
it more memorable and draw attention away from competitors'
advertisements and products.
The many sources of costly signaling theory
Although signaling theory has much else to offer, there is no denying
the centrality of costly signaling theory to this rapidly developing
approach. Costly signaling theory seems likely to retain its importance both because it is a relatively well developed aspect of signaling
theory and because it is useful for explaining signals that, due to
their costs, are prominent, interesting, and attention-grabbing.
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Anthropologists, following the lead of animal behavior studies, typically trace the idea that there is a relationship between the cost of
a signal and its honesty to the work of Amotz Zahavi (1975; see
also Zahavi and Zahavi, 1997) despite the fact that Zahavi's idea
was anticipated several different times by social scientists. The list
of social scientists and their ideas that are similar to Zahavi's
includes Thorstein Veblen (1899) and the idea of conspicuous consumption, Thomas Schelling (1960) and his insights about signals
of commitment, Michael Spence (1973) and his theory of job
market signaling, and Robert Frank (1988) and his argument that
moral commitments are hard-to-fake signs of one's reliability as a
cooperator. Also, Bliege Bird and Smith (2005) have pointed out
similarities between costly signaling theory and both Marcel Mauss's
insights on competitive gift-giving (1924) and Pierre Bourdieu's
(1977) idea of social capital.
The fact that costly signaling theory is common to both the social
and biological sciences is more than just a curiosity. It also highlights
the generality of signal design problems, whether they are solved by
engineers, advertisers, or natural selection, and creates opportunities
for fruitful exchanges of insights across disciplines. For researchers
working in an evolutionary framework, such borrowing is also
justi®ed by the phenotypic gambit (Grafen, 1984), which posits
that, because in the long run natural selection will tend to favor
adaptive phenotypes regardless of how they are inherited, related
to particular genotypes, or shaped during an organism's development, it is usually a worthwhile risk to focus on phenotypes and
to set aside questions about how they are inherited and their proximate, ontological, and phylogenetic causes.
The relationship between honesty and cost
Maynard Smith and Harper (2003) have recently made an attempt
to clear up some of the terminological, conceptual, and theoretical
confusion in animal signaling theory. Much of the confusion surrounds the relationship between honesty and cost. The emphasis
on costly signaling may lead to the impression that costliness is a
necessary guarantor of honesty. Although that is true in certain
circumstances (see below), it is not always so. For example, when
signalers and receivers have common interests, selection (or signal
design principles more broadly) may favor a signal that is only as
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costly as it needs to be in order to get the message across (Krebs and
Dawkins, 1984; Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003). Such signals are
said to have only ``ef®cacy costs'' (Guilford and Stamp Dawkins,
1991), i.e. the costs necessary to ensure that the information conveyed by the signal reaches the receiver. While ef®cacy costs can
be substantial, they are not the sorts of costs referred to in the
phrase ``costly signaling theory''. Costly signaling theory is concerned, rather, with strategic costs (Grafen, 1990a, 1990b), often
referred to as handicaps. Strategic costs are necessary to ensure
not that information is conveyed but rather that the signal is perceived as honest. The cosmetics study mentioned above provides
an example of a signaling system with the potential for high ef®cacy
costs but without strategic costs. Although women can spend a great
deal of time and money on cosmetics, those costs are not related to
the qualities such as health, beauty, and youth that some women
report that they are trying to convey with cosmetics.
Other signals may be honest not because they are particularly
costly for the signaler but because they are simply impossible
for those without the quality being signaled to successfully fake.
Maynard Smith and Harper (1995, 2003) call these sorts of signals
``indices'', which is related to the way that term is used in semiotics.
For example, Hamilton and Zuk (1982) suggested that bare patches
of skin on birds might serve as indices of their resistance to parasites,
an idea supported by experiments on red jungle fowl (Zuk et al.,
1992). Among humans, some markers of group membership, such
as the ability to speak a speci®c dialect with the proper accent and
complete ¯uency, have a similar quality of being either impossible
or extraordinarily dif®cult to fake.
The literature on human signals also contains the category of
``hard-to-fake'' signals. This includes signals that are hard to fake
either because they are indices or because they impose on signalers
strategic costs which honest signalers can afford but which are dif®cult for dishonest signalers to bear. As we will see in the next section,
sometimes the distinction between indices and costly signals is less
important than the similarity of the circumstances in which signal
design processes, including natural selection, may favor their development and maintenance. It is also sometimes helpful to avoid to the
word ``costly'' in order not to confuse strategic and ef®cacy costs.
For both of these reasons, the ``hard-to-fake'' label is sometimes
very useful.
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Con¯uent interests, con¯icting interests, and selection for
hard-to-fake signals
One common feature of the literature on costly signaling is the idea
that natural selection will favor costliness as a guarantor of signal
honesty when there is a con¯ict of interests between signaler and
receiver. A complementary idea is that when signaler and receiver
have common interests, natural selection will favor expenditure on
ef®cacy costs but none on strategic costs. In this section I argue
that this understanding of the circumstances that favor costly signals
and, more broadly, hard-to-fake signals is not quite right. Speci®cally, costly signaling theory is relevant to circumstances in which
there are broad con¯icts of interests between categories of signalers
and receivers but con¯uences of interest ± common interests that are
real though they may be ¯eeting ± between particular signalers and
particular receivers.
In evolutionary terms, a con¯ict of interests exists between two
parties when natural selection would favor a different outcome for
their interaction if it were determined solely by selection on genes
in one party or the other (Maynard Smith, 1991; Trivers, 1974).
The complement of this is that two parties share common interests
when natural selection acting on genes in both of them would
favor the same outcome from their interaction. Some categories
of organisms are locked in permanent and perpetual con¯icts of
interests. Natural selection favors prey that can escape predators
and predators that capture prey. It favors males that succeed in
mating with many females regardless of their own quality and
females that mate with only the highest-quality males. The relationships between other categories of organisms, such as parasites and
hosts and parents and offspring (Trivers, 1974), are more complex
but have potential for con¯icts of interests. However, even in the
context of such broad and permanent con¯icts of interests, particular signalers and particular receivers can have common interests. It is
in these situations that hard-to-fake signals will be favored. It is the
dif®culty of faking them, whether because they are indices or
because they are costly, that ensures their honesty in a milieu in
which honesty is not expected.
Stotting, a peculiar sort of hopping behavior performed by
Thomson's gazelles and some other ungulates when faced with a predator, is an example of a signal that is likely to have resulted from
this evolutionary scenario. Field research has shown that the ability
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to stot correlates with an organism's physical condition and may
help dissuade predators from wasting time and effort in pursuit of
an individual that is likely to escape capture (Caro, 1986a, 1986b,
1995; FitzGibbon and Fanshawe, 1988). While a prey species such
as a gazelle and its main predators, such as African wild dogs, are
certainly engaged in a long-term con¯ict of interests, a con¯uence
of interests exists between an alert and physically ®t gazelle that is
capable of eluding a predator it spots and the predator. Natural
selection would favor the same outcome from the interaction for
both of them: abandonment of the pursuit. The gazelle saves the
time and energy of eluding capture and the predator saves the
time and energy of a failed pursuit. One might say that a con¯ict
of interests still exists because natural selection would favor a
successful hunt by the predators, but that is irrelevant. Only outcomes that are actually possible are relevant. Because the gazelle
in question is alert and physically ®t enough to avoid being
caught, a successful hunt is so unlikely that it is not worth the predator's bother. At the beginning of the encounter, this information
is possessed by the gazelle but not by the predator. Stotting is a way
of transferring that information to the predator in a way designed to
overcome the resistance to signals by the prey that selection has
favored in it because of the broader con¯ict of interests between
the two categories of organism. The con¯ict of interest in this
scenario is not between an individual alert, physically ®t gazelle
and a speci®c pack of wild dogs but rather between an alert, ®t
gazelle and relatively inattentive, un®t gazelles in its vicinity.
A similar con¯uence of interests in the midst of a broader con¯ict
of interests arises when a male that is of truly high quality relative to
competing males attempts to convince a female to mate with him.
Despite the broad con¯ict of interests between males in general
and females in general, individual males and females can (and
routinely do) experience con¯uences of interest. The male that is
truly of high quality relative to competing males bene®ts from the
encounter in an obvious way, i.e. by mating. The female bene®ts
because she makes a good choice and mates with a male that is
truly of high quality compared to other available males. Hard-tofake signals about male quality, whether they are indices or costly
signals, serve to transfer honest information about the male's quality
to a female that is likely to be skeptical due to past selection against
females who made poor mate choices. As in the case of predators
and prey, the con¯ict of interests in this situation is not between
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the female and the prospective male mate that is of truly high quality
but rather between the high-quality male and low-quality males in
its vicinity that would also like to mate with the female in question.
Such situations also arise routinely in human communication.
For example, lobbyists use a variety of techniques in their efforts
to in¯uence people in government, some quiet and others elaborate
(see Baumgartner and Leech, 1998). Among the more dramatic
types of lobbying is a grassroots campaign, in which an interest
group encourages a large number of citizens to contact their legislators directly about a particular issue. Grassroots campaigns are one
form of ``outside lobbying'', which contrasts with the ``inside lobbying'' style of personal contacts with legislators and their staffs
(Kollman, 1998; Walker, 1991). Because ``astroturf '' campaigns ±
fake grassroots campaigns mounted by interest groups that lack a
large number of motivated members ± are costly and dif®cult to
organize, both policy makers and political scientists see grassroots
campaigns as usually being honest indicators of how voters feel
about issues (Kollman, 1998). Given the reasoning presented here,
we would expect to ®nd lobbyists using grassroots campaigns
when trying to in¯uence legislators with whom they are usually at
odds. Such campaigns inform legislators that, although they may
usually be opposed to the positions taken by the interest group, in
this particular case there is a con¯uence of interests between the
desires of the interest group to see certain bills passed or defeated
and the legislators' desires to remain in of®ce. This technique can
be very effective. One congressional staff member explained why
his boss reversed his position on catastrophic health insurance in
1990 by explaining, ``It was a no-brainer. He got over ®ve thousand
letters for the repeal of the insurance, and literally eight letters in
favor of the current insurance. He didn't have much choice really.
He had to vote for repeal'' (quoted by Kollman, 1998: 5).
The problems faced by job applicants signaling employers are
analogous to those experienced by male organisms signaling potential mates. The broad context is adversarial, but if a particular
job applicant is truly of high quality then there is a con¯uence of
interests between him or her and potential employers. The details
of job market signaling were explored by Spence (1973). Following
the logic presented above, the most successful applicants will be
those who honestly advertise their high quality with signals that
would be too costly for low-quality applicants to fake. An example
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might be holding a degree with honors from an elite university
(Frank, 1988: 102).
Axelrod's analysis of the live-and-let-live system during the trench
warfare of the First World War, in which belligerents would develop
tacit agreements to avoid killing one another, includes the observation that hard-to-fake signals were a key to the success of the system:
During the periods of mutual restraint, the enemy soldiers took pains to show each
other that they could indeed retaliate if necessary. For example, German snipers
showed their prowess to the British by aiming at spots on the walls of cottages
and ®ring until they had cut a hole . . . . Likewise the artillery would often demonstrate with a few accurately aimed shots that they could do more damage if they
wished. (1984: 79)

This is a clear case of a con¯uence of interests within a broader context of con¯ict leading to hard-to-fake, honest signals. Despite the
fact that combatants on both sides would have preferred different
outcomes for the con¯ict in general, they had enough common
interests (e.g. short-term survival) for there to be an incentive to
develop signals that overcame the con¯ictual milieu.1
While I hope that I have clari®ed an important point, I also realize
that I have barely scratched the surface of the complex relationship
between signal design and the competing and convergent interests of
signalers and receivers. Signaling theory is a rich source of interesting ideas about how the varying interests of signalers and receivers
can in¯uence signal design. For instance, Farrell and Rabin (1996)
have shown that low-cost signals can evolve when there is a con¯ict
of interests between signalers and receivers so long as both parties
bene®t enough from coordinating their actions. Silk et al. (2000)
have gone beyond that by arguing that low-cost signals can evolve
when there is a con¯ict of interests and no bene®ts to coordination
so long as particular signalers and receivers interact repeatedly,
such as in a social group, and Johnstone (1998, 2000) has pointed
out that even in situations where both signalers and receivers are
aware at the outset that they share broad common interests, there
may be a con¯ict about which party will bear the costs of ensuring
that a signal is reliably detected. How this con¯ict is resolved will
determine whether the resulting signal is muted or conspicuous.
Anthropologists and other social scientists wishing to apply signaling theory to human signaling systems would do well to explore
these and other ideas about signal design.
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Conclusion
Whether one studies humans or nonhumans, signaling theory is one
of the most exciting areas in current behavioral ecology. The points
made in this article are intended to make it easier for anthropologists
and other social scientists to use signaling theory to shed light on
human phenomena.
Lee Cronk is Associate Professor in the Department of Anthropology at Rutgers
University. Author's address: Department of Anthropology, Rutgers University,
131 George St, New Brunswick, NJ 08901±1414, USA.
[email: lcronk@anthropology.rutgers.edu]

Note
1. This idea is similar to a model developed by Bradbury and Vehrencamp (2000).
They examined four cases that vary in terms of whether signalers and receivers have
con¯icts of interest. Their Case II is a situation in which signaler and receiver disagree on the optimal action by the receiver in the absence of a signal but agree
when there is a signal. They note that this describes ``many situations in which
receivers seek information about some trait in a sender and in the absence of signals
assume the worst (from the sender's point of view)'' (2000: 264). As they explain, this
appears to accurately describe the situation when a gazelle stots. In the absence of a
signal, the predator will assume that the gazelle is a good choice for a pursuit. Even
if the gazelle is ®t enough to be able to elude the predator, this is still not the choice
that is in the best interests of the gazelle because of the time, energetic cost, and risk
associated with being pursued. When there is a signal, predators usually do not
pursue, a choice that is in the best interests of both the individual gazelle and the
predators.
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